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Whitepaper:
Script-based commands with O&O DiskImage
O&O DiskImage can be controlled over a script interface too. This enables users to
integrate batches or indeed their own applications into O&O DiskImage. Drives,
volumes, partitions and images can all be managed using the command files. All
direct or indirect scenarios possible with O&O DiskImage can be mirrored using the
script interface.
Berlin, April 21st, 2015 – To simplify situations where jobs are repeated regularly,
O&O DiskImage provides so-called command files (batch scripts). The files contain a
range of commands that can be processed one after the other once the command file
has been called up.
In their Whitepaper "O&O DiskImage: Script Interface", Berlin-based O&O Software
GmbH explains how creating and managing data images and backups can be
controlled over scripts. The Whitepaper also contains an overview of the commands
and parameters that are used. Of particular interest are the examples provided with
which Administrators can quickly adapt scripting to suit their own environment and
needs. These include for example "Create an Image of the C Drive" or "Deleting a
hard disk and creation of a partition".
The Whitepaper is available as a free download at
http://www.oo-software.com/en/docs/resources/script_oodi_en.pdf.
About O&O DiskImage
O&O DiskImage lets users backup an entire computer or single files whenever they wish – even while the
computer is being used. In the event a loss of data occurs it can be quickly restored with just a few mouse
clicks, either onto the computer where the backup was created or onto a different computer with entirely
different hardware.
To optimize memory use the user can set a maximum number of images or backups that should be made and
can replace older images with newer ones automatically. To increase the data security protection for a user,
drives that were not yet imaged are displayed so that the user can correct it to make sure they are fully
protected at all times.
Interested users can download a free 30-day trial of O&O DiskImage Server Edition at:
http://corp.oo-software.com/en/backup.
About O&O Software
O&O develops solutions for corporate customers that not only support them in their daily activities, but also
help substantially reduce their costs. Our products for system optimization, data imaging, data recovery,
secure data deletion and company-wide administration are pioneers in the Windows technology sector.
Together with our worldwide network of partners, we support corporations, companies, public authorities
and private customers in over 140 countries, all from our headquarters in Berlin, Germany.
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